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The Ask.
Lucky 13 just got one hefty order: develop a 
TikTok campaign to drive brand awareness and 
consideration for Whataburger in a relevant, 
authentic, and engaging way that also keeps in 
mind geographic and ambient factors.



Research
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S W

O T

● Whataburger has an established audience south 
of the Mason-Dixon line, which creates a local, 
personal feel.1

● Whataburger is highly supportive of other brands 
and sports team, which aids in awareness.2

● Whataburger’s low price point makes its food 
accessible to customers of different socio 
economic backgrounds.3

● The brand currently has no owned presence on 
TikTok.4

● Whataburger capitalizes on its classic, local 
essence, which might have difficulty transferring 
to a nationally used platform.5

● With 834 stores, Whataburger has a limited 
geographic scope.6

● Given the regional size of the South (where Whataburger is 
committed to staying in order to maintain its local feel), 
there are great opportunities to expand into profitable 
cities in populous states such as Florida, Georgia, 
Louisiana, and Oklahoma.7

● There are distinct Whataburger traditions, such as stealing 
table tent numbers, that Whataburger can leverage to 
maintain relevance among loyal customers.8

● Convenience is a growing necessity for Americans, and the 
brand’s 24/7 fast food service meets that need.9

● Given Whataburger’s 24/7 hours, Whataburger beats out 
competition for late-night eaters.10

● There is growing concern among young adults for 
dietary health, which puts Whataburger’s fast-food 
at a disadvantage.11

● There is growing competition among fast food 
burger joints.12

● Several other brands already have solid spaces on 
TikTok that may outshine Whataburger’s entry 
content (Wendy’s, Dunkin, and Chipotle).13

● Increasing concerns regarding restrictions due to 
security issues for TikTok bring uncertainty to the 
future of the platform14

1.https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/20/us/texas-whataburger-chicago.html
2.https://stories.whataburger.com/whataburger-announces-100000-partnership-with-drive-nation-sports-to-increase-access-to-youth-sports/
3.https://www.fastfoodmenuprices.com/whataburger-prices/
4.Brief
5.https://abc13.com/whataburger-building-why-are-buildings-shaped-like-an-a-new-item/6307861/
6.https://www.scrapehero.com/location-reports/Whataburger-USA/
7.https://www.mysanantonio.com/business/article/Whataburger-goes-online-to-reassure-Texans-after-14001373.php

8.https://www.bonappetit.com/restaurants-travel/article/whataburger-history-texas
9. https://www.usda.gov/media/blog/2018/07/24/what-drives-consumers-purchase-convenience-foods
10.https://whataburger.com/company
11.https://www.thebalancecareers.com/how-to-encourage-healthy-food-choices-at-work-1917961
12.https://www.restaurantbusinessonline.com/financing/traffic-challenged-fast-food-turns-marketing-heat
13.https://www.mobilemarketer.com/news/pringles-pops-open-wendys-chips-on-tastemades-tiktok-pinterest/580945/
14 https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/07/tech/us-tiktok-ban/index.html
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Whataburger has an extremely loyal presence among its Southern 
customer base, much in part due to its lengthy regional history and 
grown tradition that people associate with it. The brand runs into a few 
pitfalls in terms of its limited geographic scope, competition, and 
less-healthy food options given growing concern for dietary health. While 
Whataburger currently does relatively well with younger audiences, there 
is room for improvement among media platforms such as TikTok, where 
the competition is already excelling. 

Whata-challenge.

SWOT, so WOT?
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WHAT-is TikTok?
Some things to consider before this classic burger legend takes to an up-and-coming, internationally popular app

1. Currently most downloaded app in 
Google Play, with 230 million installs 
ahead of Zoom.1

2. 68% of TikTokers exclusively watch 
other users’ content, 55% upload their 
own videos (that’s a ton!)2

5.  56% of users are 
male, 44% are female.2

4. 90% of TikTok users visit the 
app at least once per day.3

3. Roughly 50% of TikTok’s global 
audience is under the age of 34, with 
26% of that figure aged between 
18-24.2

6.  The average TikTok user spends 
about 52 minutes per day on the app.3

9.  Hate speech is heavily reported 
as a prevalent issue on the app.4

8.  26.5 million of the app’s 800 million 
monthly users are from the US.3

7.  When choosing a restaurant, Gen Z 
and Millennials (who make up over 50% 

of TikTok’s global audience) relies on 
media platforms like TikTok and 

Instagram for recs than their Gen X or 
Boomer counterparts.5

1.https://www.nextbigbrand.in/zoom-beats-tiktok-to-become-most-downloaded-app-globally-in-q2/#:~:text=Zoom%20beat
%20TikTok%20to%20the,a%20quarter%20on%20iOS%20devices.
2.https://www.omnicoreagency.com/tiktok-statistics/
3.https://www.businessofapps.com/data/tik-tok-statistics/
4.https://www.insider.com/tiktok-continues-to-have-problems-with-racist-videos-2020-5
5.https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.convinceandconvert.com/word-of-mouth/millennial-restaurant-statistics/amp/
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Target 

Primary Audience
Making up a whopping 41.3% of its customer base, Whataburger’s 
current primary audience is White and Latinx men and women aged 
18-24 who reside in the south and make an income between $0-50,000.1 
This target lives in cities and suburban sprawls throughout the South, 
and have a die-hard passion for their local college sports team 
regardless of whether or not they are/were college students.

When they aren’t busy watching the big game at home or catching up 
with the local news, you might find them engaging in travel, food 
adventuring, and listening to Blake Shelton or Chance the Rapper. They 
might find their latest obsessions or entertainment information from 
social media channels such as Instagram or platforms like TikTok, as 
they are tech savvy and social.2

While they’re definitely health-conscious, convenience is a key factor for 
their restaurant choice; and Whataburger’s higher quality ingredients and 
transparency relative to other fast food joints give it an advantage.3 
Additionally, many having grown up in the south they tend to gravitate 
toward tradition and feelings of community.4

1.https://my-winmo-com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hubignite/corporate_profile/7331?utm_source=advanced_search&utm_campaign=profile_visit
2.https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2016/01/14/millennial-shopping-habits_n_8980380.html
3.https://www.marketingdive.com/news/gen-zs-worries-about-emotional-health-affect-shopping-habits-study-says/563055/#:~:text=The%20generation%20is%20very%20health,frequently%20than
%20other%20generations%20do.
4.https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/197284/how-brands-are-passed-down-and-up-between-genera.html 
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Target

Geographic Scope
This Texas-native chain thrives in the South, primarily in 
Houston, Dallas, Austin, San Antonio and Tulsa.1 These cities 
are bustling with start-ups, night life, and Southern charm. 
While still predominantly White, there is growing diversity 
throughout the region due to immigration and economic 
development.2

Because they’re so vast and popular, they help set trends for 
the entire state; and Whataburger’s popularity easily spreads 
into suburban surroundings.3

The culture of the south is considerably more patriotic, 
family-oriented, tradition-conscious, and independent than 
their regional counterparts, which makes its population a 
particular market to reach.4

1.https://external-preview.redd.it/2K3qZWcP4eJdX2jtELj0FgV1ASe7Jy-yZ5Kw8yP6Gx0.jpg?auto=webp&s=5ceb68db95f85e04093dd35daca4aaaa8426c00c
2.https://www.usnews.com/news/cities/articles/2020-01-22/americas-cities-are-becoming-more-diverse-new-analysis-shows
3.https://www.city-journal.org/html/why-big-cities-matter-more-ever-13324.html 
4.https://simplemachinedesigns.com/marketing-in-the-south/
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Insight
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Whata-lot of info. Let’s break it down for y’all.

Love Whataburger’s convenience and competitive pricing.

Are health conscious, and find Whataburger’s fresh, 
made-to-order meals appealing.

Are over 75% White and Latinx and under the age of 34.

Find a sense of home in Whataburger’s quirky, familiar 
brand voice and community focus.

See Whataburger as a piece of modern southern tradition.

and...

Whataburger customers...

Steal… table tents..?
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Insight

People love taking a 
piece of Whataburger 
home with them.

“We can’t explain why we steal the 
Whataburger numbers. We just do it.”

https://www.texasmonthly.com/food/whataburger-table-tent-theft-black-market/
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     MISSING__

1.https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/objects-of-intrigue-whataburger-table-tent
2.https://kvia.com/news/business-technology/2019/11/25/whataburger-spending-200000-this-year-to-replace-1-million-stolen-table-tents/#:~:text=Whataburger%20spendin
g%20%24200%2C000%20this%20year,million%20stolen%20table%20tents%20%2D%20KVIA
3.https://www.texasmonthly.com/food/whataburger-table-tent-theft-black-market/

1.2 Million table tents are 
taken home each year
While the origin of this tradition’s history is currently unknown, 
media outlets began covering this table tent trouble as early as 
the 2000s, when Whataburger redesigned them to mimic their 
iconic A-shaped restaurant roofs.2

The burger joint spends roughly  $300,000 a year to keep up 
with customers’ lil thieving habit (given that each costs about 25 
cents to make). The brand has to replace 1.2 million table 
numbers a year at its 835 locations.2

They’re so popular that they are even reported to have been sold 
on the black market...3
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Don’t believe us?15



Strategy
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In a Nutshell...
Whataburger has a leg up in the burger game with its classic presence, loyal fan base, and 
convenient offerings that stay timeless throughout all of its expanded Southern locations. 

Traditions like table tent theft and late night eats emphasize that Whataburger’s most 
valuable assets are not necessarily its high quality food and convenience (though these 
are a major bonus…), but the feeling of home and quirky belonging each restaurant has to 
offer customers both old and new.

Gen Z and Millennials are the most connected, diverse, and independent generations yet. 
So when we’re talking about table tent theft we aren’t talking about your average TikTok 
challenge or social benefit fad. We are talking about leveraging tradition to bridge current 
and prospective Whataburger lovers in a way that emphasizes what Whataburger means 
at its core: Unapologetic home. 
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Target 

Primary Audience
Given the demographic makeup of the south, it’s no wonder 
Whataburger should continue marketing to its heavy customer 
base of 18-24 White and Latinx eaters.1 Both racial groups have 
culturally family-focused behaviors, which gives Whataburger’s 
local feel as a classic, southern, family-friendly restaurant a leg 
up in the food service game.2 Additionally, Latinx are quickly 
growing in both in numbers and their levels of disposable 
income, making them a lucrative market to maintain.3 They care 
now more than ever about price and quality over convenience 
despite their busy lives, making Whataburger’s affordable, 
made-to-order meals a favorable option.4 They gravitate toward 
the familiar and would resonate with tacit southern messaging, 
regardless of whether or not they come specifically from the 
Lone Star State.

A heavy portion of their population is made up of youths, who 
are tech-savvy and engagement focused.5 This being said, 
Whataburger’s choice to dive into TikTok might present a unique 
opportunity to reach them in their digital habitat.

1.https://my-winmo-com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hubignite/corporate_profile/7331?utm_source=advanced_search&utm_campaign=profile_visit
2.https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/197284/how-brands-are-passed-down-and-up-between-genera.html 
3.https://www.wsj.com/articles/hispanic-household-income-climbs-1536792308
4.https://www.customer.com/blog/retail-marketing/hispanic-brand-loyalty/
5.https://reports-mintel-com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/display/965534/?fromSearch=%3Ffreetext%3Dwhataburger
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Target 

Secondary Audience
Let’s cut to the chase. Currently, Black customers make up a mere 
12% of Whataburger’s hefty consumer base-- even though the grand 
majority of the US’ Black population resides in the South and they 
make up a whopping 20% of the region.1,2

In short, there is a valuable market of Black diners, and Whataburger 
is missing out. 

To bring it further, TikTok has recently faced scrutinizing backlash for 
its algorithm underrepresenting talented Black creators in its For-You 
pages.3 We recommend including this extended target as a part of 
Whataburger’s overall audience—bringing valuable, underrepresented 
customers into their whata-family.

These new Whata-family members are Black men and women aged 
18-24 of a middle class background mostly residing in Houston, 
Dallas, San Antonio, Austin, where they are significant in numbers 
and nearby Whataburger hubs.4 They are tech-savvy and 
entertainment focused, and for them convenience and price point are 
extremely key.5 

1.https://my-winmo-com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hubignite/corporate_profile/7331?utm_source=advanced_search&utm_campaign=profile_visit
2.https://blackdemographics.com/population/black-city-population/
3.https://www.forbes.com/sites/janicegassam/2020/04/14/does-tiktok-have-a-race-problem/#6671a8643260
4.https://www.scrapehero.com/location-reports/Whataburger-USA/
5.https://www.grocerydive.com/news/multicultural-shoppers-seek-authenticity-convenience/552598/
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Strategy 

Geographic Considerations
From the border of Mexico in Texas to the rolling mountains of good 
ole’ Virginia, there are a couple of factors that most southern belles 
and gents (self-identified as so or not) can agree on: an emphasis on 
family,  hospitality, and regard for tacit traditions that echo a sense of 
belonging.1 

There’s a reason the south has a reputation for its charm. Tradition is 
meant to be shared, and Whataburger is a staple that can be a home 
away from home for anyone, not just those who hail straight from the 
Lone Star State.

While the campaign will heavy up in Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, 
and Houston where the largest proportions of our secondary market 
reside, we will create distinct messaging outside of Texas letting the 
rest of the south in on the quirky little local traditions that resonates 
so strongly with Texans.2 

We are bringing the essence of home to a broader target.

1.https://www.abbevilleinstitute.org/blog/southern-identity-and-the-southern-tradition/
2.https://www.interexchange.org/american-culture/southeast/#:~:text=The%20southern%https://www.scrapehero.com/store/product/whataburger-store-locations-in-the-u
sa/20United%20States%20has,art%2C%20cuisine%2C%20and%20culture.
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Insight: Taking home a Whataburger table tent has become a rite of passage. 

Get: Gen-Z

To: Discover the fun and benefits of Whataburger 

By: Centering Whataburger and embracing Texas traditions that cross generations.

Why This Works: Whataburger’s mission is about its willingness to share and its 
goofy weird content . Our tradition turned “tent trend”, will attract Gen Z to share our 
ethos among their peers and join in on the thrills.

Creative Brief
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#TakenTents
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Creative
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TikTok :30 Spot

Pass the table tent

This spot will launch the campaign. A variety of 
Whataburger fans will take turns passing a table 
tent to the other— creating a seamless transition. 
A VO explaining the campaign launch will be 
heard in the background.
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Pass the Table Tent :30 TikTok

OPEN ON A WHATABURGER BAG BEING PULLED AWAY FROM THE CAMERA. 

VO: We’ve been happy to share a little piece of Whataburger with y’all

A WOMAN IN HER LATE TEENS PULLS OUT A WHATABURGER TABLE TENT OUT OF THE BAG, SMILES AT THE CAMERA 
PLACES THE TABLE TENT  IN FRONT OF THE CAMERA, PULLS THE TABLE TENT AWAY FROM THE CAMERA TO REVEAL 
A WHATABURGER MEAL AND PASSES IT TO HER LEFT.

VO: even if we do look the other way and pretend it doesn’t happen.

A MAN IN HIS TEENS GRABS THE TABLE TENT FROM THE RIGHT OF THE SCREEN AND DOES THE SAME TRANSITION 
AS THE WOMAN, THIS TIME REVEALING A CHICKEN STRIP MEAL. HE DROPS THE TABLE TENT BELOW HIM.

VO: While people are not taking our table tents home anymore

A WOMAN IN HER MID 20S CATCHES THE TABLE TENT, DOES THE SAME TRANSITION AND REVEALS A HONEY BUTTER 
CHICKEN BISCUIT. 

VO: we want to see where they've ended up.

THE WOMAN PUTS THE TABLE TENT IN FRONT OF THE CAMERA ONCE AGAIN. THIS TIME, IT TRANSITIONS INTO THE 
ART CARD. 

ART CARD: Whataburger
#TakenTents
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User generated content

Whata-stories: 
Where are they now?
Through the #TakenTents hashtag, Whataburger will invite 
users to share their table tent stories. The best stories will 
be featured on the Whataburger TikTok account.
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User generated content

Whata-stories: 
Where are they now?

After following table tents on their respective journeys 
outside the confines of Whataburger, we will launch a 
30s spot featuring where the table tents ended up in a 
comical, cinematic way. We will encourage other 
TikTokers to create their own spins on the series, 
personifying their table tents using voice overs and 
effects. This not only highlights the quirky nature of the 
table tent theft as a southern tradition, but encourages 
others to join in on the fun with their own table tents. 

User generated content is increasingly important to 
brands on platforms such as TikTok because it builds 
trust and social proof.1

1.https://www.hortongroup.com/blog/user-generated-content
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User generated content

Here’s a little sample:

bit.ly/takentents

Where are they now with number 38 :15 TikTok

OPEN ON A DORM ROOM FLOOR. THE CAMERA ZOOMS IN ON A 
TABLE TENT MARKED 38, CAMERA SLOWLY ZOOMS OUT.

AUDIO: PUT YOUR HAND ON MY SHOULDER (PLAYS THROUGHOUT)

VO: I KNOW WHAT YOU’RE THINKING. NUMBER 38-- A 3 AND AN 8 
THAT’S TWO LUCKY NUMBERS AND YET I’M HERE ON THE FLOOR 
OF A FRAT BOY’S DORM ROOM. I GUESS IT COULD BE WORSE… HOW 
DID I END UP HERE..?
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TikTok :30 Spot

The Journey

A table tent’s adventure from one 
family to another.
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The Journey :30 TikTok

OPEN ON A WHATABURGER RESTAURANT. THE CAMERA ZOOMS IN ON A TABLE TENT MARKED 16, THE 
TABLE TENT IS PLACED INTO A WHATABURGER BAG BY A LATE TEEN.

MUSIC: BLINDING LIGHTS BY THE WEEKND INSTRUMENTAL (PLAYS THROUGHOUT)

THE TEEN TAKES THE WHATABURGER TENT OUT OF THE WHATABURGER BAG AND PLACES IT ON HER 
KITCHEN TABLE. THE TABLE TENT FLIPS OFF COUNTER, DOWN THE STREET AND INTO ANOTHER HOUSE

THE TABLE TENT ENTERS THROUGH THE SCREEN DOOR OF NEW HOUSE.

A 20-YEAR OLD WHITE MAN NOTICES THE TABLE TENT ON THE GROUND, SMILES AND PICKS THE TENT UP 
AS HE WALKS TO HIS CAR.

THE MAN PULLS UP TO WHATABURGER, HE ENTERS THE STORE AND RETURNS THE WHATABURGER TENT. 

THE CASHIER GREETS THE MAN WITH A SMILE, TAKES THE TABLE TENT AND NOTES THE CHARITY-MATCH 
DONATION MADE

HE PLACES AN ORDER FOR HIS FAVORITE MEAL AND THE TikTok ENDS WITH HIM BEING GIVEN ANOTHER 
TABLE TENT.

ART CARD: Whataburger
#TakenTents
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IRL

Drive Thru Table Tent
A custom table tent will be given out at Whataburger drive thrus. 
Considering the uncertain times of this pandemic, it is important for 
brands to make it known to their audiences that we’re all in this 
together.These custom tents will remind Whataburger lovers that 
although they can’t partake in their favorite tradition right now, we 
still want them to take a piece of Whataburger home with them.

For states where this quirk is a bit less known, this serves as an 
excellent symbol of community, as Whataburger is willing to share 
a little piece of home tradition with out-of-staters throughout the 
south.

For new customers, this is the perfect “welcome home” gift, a rite  
of passage into the Whata-family.
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Influencers

Adam Martinez (Rosa) + 
Jalaiah Harmon
To top off the TikTok campaigns, Rosa and Jalaiah Harmon will 
serve as our influencers. Influencer marketing is of increasing 
importance to modern brands, and both of our targets deeply care 
for authenticity and credibility in the messaging they receive.1 

In light of Whataburger’s slightly underrepresented minority 
customer base and TikTok’s history of racial backlash, having two 
prominent southern influencers of color would be the perfect push 
for an authentic diversity initiative. 

1.https://www.forbes.com/sites/theyec/2018/07/30/understanding-influencer-marketing-and-why-it-is-so-effective/#5ffe71db71a9
2.https://www.insider.com/adamrayokay-interview-tiktok-viral-rosa-2020-2#:~:text=Adam%20Martinez%2C%20known%20as%20%40adamrayokay,get%20in%20on%20her%20antics.
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1.https://www.forbes.com/sites/theyec/2018/07/30/understanding-influencer-marketing-and-why-it-is-so-effective/
#5ffe71db71a9
2.https://www.insider.com/adamrayokay-interview-tiktok-viral-rosa-2020-2#:~:text=Adam%20Martinez%2C%20know
n%20as%20%40adamrayokay,get%20in%20on%20her%20antics.
3. https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/tiktok-savage-challenge-black-influencers

San Antonio native Adam Martinez, known as Rosa on 
Tik Tok (@adamrayokay) has a strong 1.2 million 
followers for his comedy tying in tacit knowledge on 
Southern and Latinx culture.2 His strong hold on a 
national audience, even more so concentrated in the 
South, will help Whataburger connect to the Gen-Z 
audience and broaden our campaign reach.

Jalaiah Harmon, @jalaiahharmon,  is coming up in a dance 
world, completely reshaped by the internet. Boasting 2.5 
million followers, alaiah incorporates different styles of 
dance and continues to reshape the way people view viral 
dances in this modern era. Based in Atlanta, she created and 
popularized one of the biggest dances on the internet, “The 
Renegade”. Her partnerships with other peers in the platform 
and her background in understanding viral content will help 
expand our campaign by incorporating Gen-Z. 

Adam Martinez 

Jalaiah Harmon

Influencers
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IRL

Table Tent 
Return Program

Thanks for watching our table tents, now it’s time for them to 
come home. 

For each table tent donated back to Whataburger —either in store 
or through mail— Whataburger will donate dollar profits based on 
the number of table tents donated to No Kid Hungry.

Our insights suggest that the targets are increasingly socially 
conscious. According to Mintel 2019 Food Service Trend 
Restaurants for Good, “social responsibility is among the key 
areas currently impacting the US restaurant industry.”1 Hispanics 
are particularly receptive to this messaging, and Whataburger’s 
charitable actions will further enable them to compete with other 
fast food competitors such as McDonald’s and Starbucks, who 
already make frequent headlines for their work.

1.https://reports-mintel-com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/display/965534/?fromSearch=%3Ffreetext%3Dwhataburger
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Media and Measurement
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CAMPAIGN SCOPE
Our campaign is simple: use table tents to spark nostalgia and community amongst our southern target. 
We’ll remind them of their home away from home through the comfort of food and tradition. 

Our target may be diverse, but our insights have uncovered that tradition is key in connecting audiences 
both old and new. For current Whataburger fans, the iconic orange and white table tents being passed 
from frame to frame, journey to journey, and influencer to influencer may spark nostalgic memories 
associated with the brand, encouraging fans to take part in its new social dialogue. New targets being 
introduced to this quirky little tradition are being welcomed to the Whata-family in a rite of passage: the 
taking of a table tent.

Our new demographic focus on Latinx and Black audiences, who are currently less represented both in 
Whataburger’s customer base and in media, set a tone of inclusion for the brand as we include them in 
these new TikToks. Whataburger then takes its community focus a step further by tying the act of taking  
table tents to “bringing them home”-- doing charitable good in the process: ending child hunger. 

Anyone can be a part of the Whata-family, take part in Whata-traditions, and even give back to the 
broader community.

Whata-concept. 36



Campaign Overview

Awareness

Consideration

Conversion

TikTok Trend

Drive thru
Giveaway

Geo-targeted 
TikTok ads
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Measurement

Primary KPI- Awareness:  
TikTok Views through impressions, reach, and 
follows

Secondary KPI- Conversion: 
Traffic and lead generation

Digital Optimization Metrics:
Profile Visits
Completed Video Views
Time on Web Page
Insight Reports
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STRATEGY Whataburger fans pass along the tradition so everyone can join in.

BIG IDEA Taking home a Whataburger table tent has become a right of passage that should be shared. 

COMMS OBJECTIVES PRIMARY SECONDARY

AWARENESS CONNECTIONS LOYALTY

Communication 
Opportunity

Locals know others overlook. 
New customers  don’t know 
that there are better options 
out there. 

People especially Gen Z 
like healthy food and are 
conscious of the food 
they eat.

People will 
#acceptchallenge of 
trendy new TikTok videos.

It’s difficult to be invested in a 
fast food brand you have never 
experienced first hand.

Task Tip them off on our Texas  
tradition and customizable 
burger options. 

Customize our 
messaging to young 
adults who love late 
night food runs and 
social challenges. 

Employ Influencers who 
can share their personal 
stories and on “stealing 
tents” at there beloved 
Whataburger.

Invite the user into a relationship 
and immerse them into the 
Texas Culture..

Tactic - In-store (counters and clinic 
waiting areas)
- Paid social (mass), targeted 
to users who follow food 
pages and groups

- Paid search using 
long-tail search and 
keyword targeting
- Facebook and 
Instagram audience 
targeting using 
Influencers
- Geotarget hotspots 
based on TikTok search 
behavior 

- Repurpose consumer 
made TikTok videos on our 
features page
PR 
- Lifestyle Media Lists 
- Sponsored Instagram 
posts

- Prompt travelers, visitors and  
locals to try the What-a-burger 
challenge
.
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Let’s do this, y’all.


